Memorial monuments shall be located on gravesites across the head or foot of the gravesite, and not lengthwise. A single grave typically measures 3 feet wide at the head by 8 to 9 feet long and will accommodate one full burial with two interments of cremated remains, or interment of six cremated remains. A single cremation grave is typically 3 feet wide by 3 feet long and will accommodate interment of two cremated remains.

Memorial monuments shall not include wood or other materials that deteriorate in outside conditions. Refer to the Rules and Regulations for other materials not permitted.

**Maximum monument sizes** for gravesites are:

- **Single grave:** 2.5 feet wide by 1 foot deep by 4 feet high
- **Two graves side by side:** 5 feet wide by 1 foot deep by 4.5 feet high
- **Three graves side by side:** 6 feet wide by 1 foot deep by 4.5 feet high
- **Single cremation grave:** 2.5 feet wide by 1 foot deep by 2.5 feet high
- **Two cremation graves side by side:** 5 feet wide by 1 foot deep by 2.5 feet high

**Benches:**

Benches are subject to the same size restrictions as monuments. A single grave may have either an above-ground monument or a bench, not both. All benches must be located across the head or foot of the graves, and not at an angle or lengthwise. Benches must be movable as a single unit. No bench shall be placed in the cemetery without obtaining a bench permit from cemetery authorities.

**NOTE:** In the Historic Section (Maps 1, 1A and 2) of the cemetery, the allowable monument height is increased by 6 inches.

**NOTE:** Graves in the Memorial Park are restricted to markers which are flush with the surface of the ground.

**NOTE:** All monument dealers installing monuments in Princeton Cemetery must provide a Certificate of Liability Insurance showing at least $1 million of coverage and workers compensation coverage. All monument dealers should check in with cemetery staff prior to any installation.
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